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Jet / spray branchpipes CMM - Storz C

Jet / Spray Branchpipes are used for the distribution of extinguishing water in full jet or variable spray. The construction is simple, not
susceptible to faults and insensitive to dirt. The branchpipe can be easily cleaned by switching the jet shape. The spraying angle can be
changed at will by intermediate positions in the spray jet area. To protect fireman when holding the branchpipe against heat and smoke, a
water curtain can be added to the full and spray jet. The water curtain element is arranged annularly behind the nozzle. By means of an
adjusting ring which can be turned easily, also under pressure, the outlet angle can be varied between 0° and 160°. In moments of danger
the entire water flow can be shut-off with a single motion, irrespective of whether the full jet or spray jet had been selected and
independently of setting of the water curtain. Not to be used for inside attack. To protect fireman when holding the branchpipe against heat
and smoke, a water curtain can be added to the full and spray jet. In moments of danger the entire water flow can be shut-off with a single
motion, irrespective of whether the full jet or spray jet had been selected and independently of setting of the water curtain.
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Technical Data

System Inlet: Storz

Length [mm]: 450

Width [mm]: 98

Diameter nozzle [mm]: 12

Diameter tip [mm]: 9

Spray angle [°]: 15 - 20

Height [mm]: 165

Nominal size: CMM

Material adapter: Aluminium

Size Inlet: 52 (C)

Reference pressure p1 [bar]: 6

Flow rate at reference pressure p1 [lpm]: 130

Applicable Standard: DIN EN 15182

Weight [kg]: 1.80

max. permissible operating pressure [bar]: 16

Inlet: Storz 52 (C)

throw distance at reference p1 [m]: 25 (Vollstrahl), 11 (Sprühstrahl)
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